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RELATION OF HYDROGEN AND METHANE TO CARBON MONOXIDE IN EXHAUST
GASES FROM INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES

By HAROLDC. GEIUUSHand ARTHUR M. TDSSarANN

SUMMARY

% relution of hydrogen and methane to carbon mon-
ofi”de in the tzi%aust gaaee from in$mnd-comlwtion
engines operati~ on standurd-grade aviation gasoline,
$ghting-grade awiution gaeoliw, hydrogtmaied safety
fuel, “Laborato~ Diesel” fuel, and “Atdo LW8el” fuel
was &a-mined by anu-!yeisof the ezhuust gains. Tm
liquid-cooledsingle-qilinder epark+nition, one 9-q@i&
radial air-cooled spark-ignition, and two liquid-cooled
eingleqlinder compre8MM0n en@nes were wed.

The results of more than 100 exhaust-ga anulystx
showed thu.ta lineur reidion existed beihoeenthe carbon
monoxide and -the hydrogen found in & exhuust gas
from engina wing hydrocarbonfuels. A errd?amount
of CE u.w.sfoundto be ahxzys preserdin tht?exhaustgaa,
but the amount was inakpend.eniof the air+.el ratio and
of the H.-C?ratio of thefuel. tie rel.aiionshipsand tlw
use oj the Ostwaki?combwtion dizgram make aoai.labh?&
the information of a camplkteexhuu.st-gmanalyh when
any two factors (C09, CO, 02, or aw-fid ratio) are
known. 2%4 preparation and u3e of an Ostwddcom-
bustion diugramare dixcribed. It b also 8houmtha.ithe
air-jutd ratw wpplied to the engiw muy be determined
m“th a prtion of &% perceni wiihout meaawring the
air taken in by the mqrine, tlvu.smaking the method of
particular I.ZZJWfor work au.tti the luboratoqi.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the complde analysis of the
exhaust gases from internal-combustion engines is not
generally realized but, inasmuch as information rela&
ing to composition of the fuel used, air-fuel ratio, fuel
wasted due to incomplete combustion, and in particu-
lar the carbon-monoxide content of the exhaust may
be readily obtained from such analysea, it is evident
that the analysea are of considerable importance, al-
though little reliable data on exhaus&gaarelationships
are available. The value of a partial analysis of the
eshaust gas in adymting carburetmw ie clearly recog-
nized today and several automatic instrument for
analyzing exhaust gas have been made available to
engine operatora.

The simple type of Oraat apparatus has been largely
used to determine the amounts of carbon dioxide (COJ,
carbon monoxide (CO), and oxygen (OJ in the exhaust
gas. The determination of the amount of CO is not
as satisfactory ass that of the other constituents
because of the poor absorption chmactwistica of the
solutions used. If relationships could be established
between the 0, and CO, of the exhaust gas and the
other constituents (carbon monoxide (CO), hydro-
gen (HJ, and methane (CEQ) the usefulness of the
simple Orsat apparatus would be matwially increased.

Little experimental evidence has been published on
the correlation of CO, H,, and hydrocarbons in exhaust
gasw from internal-combustion mgines. Fenning
(reference 1), using gasoline in a singh+cylinder sleeve-
valve engine operating at 800 r.p.m., found that in the

exhaust gases Hi- ~O*M4.62 and that CEL vm.s

almost entirely absent. He refers to an earlk experi-
menter, Ballentpe, who had found that in the exhaust
gas of a gasoline engine H,= 0.36C0 and ~= 0.12C0.
Judge (reference 2, p. 103) states that the just-men-
tioned empirical relations are sufiicientiy accurate for
estimating the percentages of HJ and ~ present in
the exhaust.

The purpose of this investigation was (1) to deter-
mine the relation between H2, Cm, and CO in the
exhaust of 4-stroke-oycle engines using standard
grade and fighting grade aviation gasoline, hydro-
genated safety fuel, “Laboratory Diesel” fuel, md
“Auto Diesel” fuel; and (2) to prepare combustion
dia$qams, the use of which would permit the e-sti-
mation of CO, Hi, and C& in the exhaust gas from
the determination of CO, and Oj. This investigation
was conducted by the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautic between 1931 and 1933.

APPARATUS AND ME’THOD

A modilioation of the Bureau of Mines gas-analysis
apparatus was used during this investigation and is
shown in figure 1. Special forms of pipettes developed
by the Bureau of Standards (reference 3, p. 133) were
used to obtain more efEcient absorption.
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The percentages of CO, and Oa were determined in
the usual manner by absorption in potassium hydrox-
ide and alkaline pyrogdlol, respectively. These solu-
tions were prepared as recommended by Shepherd
(reference 3, p. 145). Percentag& of H2, C~, and
CO were computed from data obtained by the com-

,>

FIOUEE1.—am-mm8 appmltus.

bustion of the residual gas and air in the slow-com-
bustion pipette (reference 3, p. 162). Tests with
fuming sulphuric acid showed no unsaturated hydro-
carbons present.

Gas samples were obtained by inserting a steel tube
into the exhaust pipe immediately behind the exhaust
valve of the singl~ylinder test engines and approxi-
mately 5 feet from the open end of the exhaust pipe
of the 9-oyliuder radial en.fie. Several minutes afti
the engine had attained a ~tible condition, the samplea I

were collected in glass sampling tubes. Samples wero
fit taken by displacement of mercury, but later
evacuatid sampling tubes were used, employing only
those that would hold an absolute pressure of 0,1 mm
of mmcury for several hours. Samples by either
method gave consistent results. Portions of several
check samples were analyzed immediately and at
intervals of 1 and 2 weeks and no diffrrcnce WM follnd
in the analyses.

In this investigation four single-cylinder 4-stroko
liquid-cooled test engines and one !)+ylindor rudinl
air-cooled engine were used. Table I shows tho engine
test conditions and the fuels used. The distilltition
curves (A.S.T. M.) for the fuels nre shown in figuro 2,

f
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Flaum 2.—DLMllntIodudcva (A. S.’I’.).).

The H-C ratio of hydrogenated safety fuel was given
by the manufacturer as 0.130. As the gasolines con-
formed to the Air Serviee specifications, they have
been considered to have an H-C ratio of approximately
0.175 (referenee 4, p. 461).

Fuel consumption was measured directly by weight,
and air consumption by means of an 80-cubic-foot-
oaptity gasometer. !ll.ie start and stop of the
gasometer were synchronized electrically with the
engine revolution counter and a stop watch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Relation of H, and 0~ to (Y().-The percentages of
H,, CEL, and CO found in the exhaust gnaw of the
engines using standard grade and fighting grade avia-
tion gasolines, Auto Diesel fuel, and Laboratory Diesel
fuel are plotted in figure 3. A mean curve drawn
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through W the data gives a reasonably accurate line, Auto Diesel fuel, and Laboratory Diesel fuel.
approximation for the H-CO ratio. The teat points It will be seen that a &ear relation exists between
for the various enginea and fuels lie surprisingly near these gasea for lean mixtures, whereas for rich mix-
a mean curve for all the data. However, there is a tures there is practically- rLconstant amount of 0,
small deviation of the mean curve
for each set of data from the mean
curve for all the data, indicating
a slight shift in the H-CO ratio
with clm~”es in fuels and engiucs.
The maximum deviation of the
experimental point9 from thismean
curve is about 20 percent for the
large quantities of CO. The rela-
tion of Hi to CO, considering all
tl.m test points, is H~- 0.51C0,
whereas CH4 was found to be
constant, C13j= 0.22 percent.

In figure 3 a comparison is also
made between the results obtained
when using a carburetor and when
using a fuel-injection system with
spark ignition. It is evident that
the relation of Hj to CO is unaffect-
ed by the manner inwhich thefuelis
introduced into the engine cylinder.

CO.percent
FmIJUE3.—Relatfon of (30, H.1, and OH{ fn exheust of englnw nsfng sttmdard and dghtfng grodes of avfa-

tIon gasollne+ Auto Dksd fn~ and Labor8*!&fnel. The amount of OEI, is wmstant, 0.!23pamant.
The amonnt of Eb vork Unear y with 00, IIPO.61OO.

The experimental data establishing the relationship present. It will be notad that for lean mixtures the
between HZ and CO in the exhaust gas from an engine experimental and theoretical results agree. For rich
using hydrogenated safety fuel are given in figure 4. mixtures Dicksee (reference 5) found no free oggen
The relationship was found to be Hs= 0.33C0. The prcaent. I?ennirg found oxygen present when using

CO,percenf

FIGURE4.—Ilelatlon of CO, HY ond OH{ In axhanst w of engines using hydiwped safety fml.
The nmonnt of OHi 18constan~0.!27percent. The amount of Fkvmkslfnearlywft 00, ~=02300.

amount of C& was found to be constant and equaI I

No s~tisfactory explanation for the comtancy of the
percentage of CH4 in the exhaust gas of spark-ignition
and compression-ignition engines, irrespective of the
load or type of fuel employed, is available at this time.

I?igure 5 shows the relation of 0, and CO, in the
exhausts of three single-cylinder test engines and one
9-cylinder radial engine. The fuelsusedwerestmdard-
grade aviation gasoline, fighting grade aviation gaso-

to 0.27 percent.

rich mixtures in a single+y.linder sleev~
valve test engine, but found none in his
bomb experiments. He statea (reference
1, p. 204) that the free oxygen found for
rich mixtures waa probably due to leakage
past the sleeve valves during compression.
Best (reference 6) analyzed the exhaust
gases from separate exhaust stacks of a
6-cylinder engine operating at 1,300 r.p.m.,
full throttle, and with an air-fuel ratio of
11.9 (by measurement of air and fuel).
He found oxygen present in each stack.
It is believed that the presence of free
oxygen with rich mixtures may be at-
tributed either to the lack of a perfectly-

homogeneous charge in the engine cylinder ~r to ti~
dimoc~ation of the oxides of ni-tiogen that axe formed
during the combustion process.

It is evident that if the quanti@ of 02 present in
the exhaust for lean mixtures is known the corre-
sponding quantity of COZ can be readily determined
from the curve shown in iigure 5. However, for rich
or near-rich mixtures it would be necessary to measure
both gases, for in this range the Oa content iE prac-
tidy constant.
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The Ostwald combustion diagram shows in graphical
form the theoretical relationships among the products
of combustion of hydrocarbons. The interdepend-
ence of COZ, 0s, CO, and h-fuel ratio is given and it
is possible to determine CO and air-fuel ratio when
the values for COZand 02 are lmown. Such diagrams
are shown in figures 6 and 7 and their development is
given in the appendix. The simplest type of @sat
apparatus enabling determinations of C02 and OS to
be made is all that is needed in conjunction with an
Ostwald diagram and knowledge of the relation of H,
and Cm to CO to give a completi analysis of exhaust
gas with an accuracy comparable to that of direct
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measurement. This fact should cause the diagrams
to be of considerable value to enggeere interested in
the composition of exhaust gas from intarnal+ombus-
tion engims.

Figure 6 is an Ostwald combustion diagram for
standard and fighting grade aviation gasol.ims hwing
H-C ratios of 0.175. It is also applicable to Auto
Diesel and Laboratory Diesel fuels since the H-C
ratio of these fuels was found to be approximately the
same as for the gasolines. An Ostwald combustion
diagram for hydrogenated safety fuel &I-C ratio of
0.128) is shown in figure 7. The differences in the
relationships of the two charts are due to the H-C
ratio of safety fuel being different from that of the
other fuels.

The dotted lines in figure 6 illustrate the use of
the diagram. It is readily apparent that for an ex-
haust gas containing 10.5 percent CO* and 2.o percent
0, the CO content will be 4.5 percent and q will be
1.09, q being the reciprocal of the excess-air coeflicienk
The percentages of H, cm be determined from the
relation H2= 0.51C0. The amount of CH4 is con-
stant and equal to 0.22 percent.

The agreement of the valuca for air-fuel ratio
obtained from the Ostwald diagram and those derived
by calculation from the results of complete exhaush
gas analyses is shown in figure 8. The agreement of
the values for CO obtained by the two methods is
good and is shown in iigure 9.

In iigure 10 air-fuel ratios detmnined from anrilyses
of the exhaust gasea are compared to air-fuel ratios
supplied to the engine and detwmined by weighing
the fuel and measuring the air. For rich mixtures
the air-fuel ratios found from exhaus~gas analyses
were, for all engines tested, somewhat greater than
those supplied to the engine, which is probably due
to incomplete combustion of the fuel in the cylinder
with consequent mrbon formation not accounted for
in the exhaust+ps ‘analysis. The determhmtion of
the percentages of COa and Oz in the exhaust gaa and
the use of the Ostwald combustion diagram to obtain
the exhaust air-fuel ratio make possible, by means of
figure 10, the determination of the air-fuel ratio sup-
plied to the engine with a precision of & 2 percent
without measuring the air taken in by the ergiue.

k table II is shown the composition of the fuels
used, as supplied by the manufacturers or reported
in the literature and aY determined from exhaushgns
analysea. The averagca of laboratory analyses are
chiefly those of rich mixtures. It seems that values
computed from mixtures a little leaner than the
theoretically correct air-fuel ratios would have been
more accurate than any others since deposition of
carbon is more likely to occur in very lean and in rich
mixtures.

The agreement between reported values and values
computed from laboratory gas analysea is quite good
for the gasolines and the safety fuel. The results from
gas analysea of Laboratory Diesel fuel indicate it to
have approximately the same composition as Auto
Diesel fuel.

Table H/ and the relations found between H rmd
CO for the di.iferent fuels indicate that there is a
definite connection between the H-C ratio of the fuel
and the H-CO ratio of the exhaust gases of internal-
combustion engines because an increase in the H-U
ratio of the fuel results in an increase in the H-CO
ratio of the exhaust gas

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental data presented in this report
indicate that:
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1. The exhaust gases from interrmkombustion
engines burning hydrocarbon fuek contain Hz and CO
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in definite proportions, the ratio depending on the
ratio of hydrogen to carbon present in the fuel. The

relation found for standard grade and fighting grade
aviation gasolines, Auto Diesel fuel, and Laboratory
Diesel fuel waa H, = 0.51CO; for hydrogenated safety
fuel the relation was H,= 0.33C0.

2. A small amount of ~ was found to be always
present in the exhaust gas, but the amount was inde-
pendent of the air-fuel ratio and of the H-C ratio of
the fuel.

3. O~gen was also found in the exhaust gas from
intern&combustion enggnes using hydrocarbon fuels
even when the fuel was in excess of that required for
compleh combustion.

4. The determination of any two components (CO*,
CO, 0,, air-fuel ratio), employment of the H-CO
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FIOUEE10.—ILdntion of eir-hml ratio SUPPUMIand air-fnol ratio In the oxlmust
gasm d Spark-fmItbn and mmpressfon-fgnitton engines.

relationship, and the use of the Ostwald combustion
diagram provide a rapid means of obtaining the quan-
tities of the products of combustion in the exhaust
gas of internal-combustion engines.

5. The air-fueI ratio supplied to the engine maybe
determined from the exhaust-gas analysis with a pre-
cision of+ 2 percent without measuring the h taken
in by the engine, thus rendering the method particu-
larly valuable for work outside the laboratory.

LANGLnY MEMORIAL aERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATTONAL ADVISORY COMWZCEE FOR bRONAUTICS,

LANGL13Y l?13LD, VA., AWM 17, 19SS.



DEVELOPMENT OF AN OSTWALD COMBUSTION
DIAGRAM

The following development of the Ostwald diagram
for the combustion of a hydrocarbon, when the prod-
ucts of combustion contain the gases H2, HZO, 02, N2,
Cm, CO,, and CO, is similar to that of Theodorsen
(referenc437).

The relative weights of carbon and hydrogen appear-
ing in the exhaust as products of combustion are

C=12(C02+CO+CH4)
H= 2.015(H,+H,0 + 2CH4)

Then
H 2.015(H, +H,0 +2CH4) ==
c- 12(C0,+ co+ CH4)

(1)

where K is the weight ratio of the hydrogen to carbon
and the chemical symbols refer to percentage by
volume.

From equation (l):

H,O = 5.955~(C02 + CO + C=) –H2–2C13j (2)

Considering dry air to contain 20.9 percent 0, and
79.1 percent N, by volume, then

N2 20.9( 2==~ o +0,’) (3)

where 02’ is the oxygen consumed and Oqis the excess
oxygen. The oxygen consumed is obtained as fol-
lows:

02’ = CO,+~CO +:H,O (4)

Substituting the value of H,O of equation (2) in
equation (4) and then the result@ value of Oj’ in
equation (3), we have

N2= 3.7550, + 3.785C0, + 1.892C0 – 1.892H,
– 3.785C&+ 11.268K(C(), + CO + CH,)

Nitrogen may also be determined by ditl-erence.

N,=loo–o,–co,-co-H2-~

From equations (5) rmd (6), we obtain

0,+ CO,(1 + 2.355K) + CO(O.604+2.355K)
– 0.186H2– C&(O.582–2.355K) =20.9

(5)

(6)

(7)

Equation (7) is the general equation of the theoretical
relationships among the products of combustion of
hydrocarbons.
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The reciprocal (q) of the excess-air coefficient is
obtained as follows:

~-02 required for complete combustion
0, present

~en ~=co,+co+% H*+% H,0+2CH4
o,+ co

(8)
2+% co + % H20

Substituting the value of H,O of equation (2), we
have

v=(1 +2.977K) (C02+ CO + CH4)+
[0,+C02 (1 +2.977K) + CO (0.6 +2.977K)

–C13j (1–2.977~–~ H,] (~)

Equation (9) is the general equation of the theoret-
ical relationships of the excess-air coefficient and the
products of combustion of hydrocarbons.

Inspection of table II shows that the H-C ratios of
standard and iighting grade aviation gasolines, Auto
Diesel fuel, and Laboratory Diesel fuel from mhaust-
gas analyses are approximately the same and, there-
fore, for the development of an Ostwald combustion
diagram they have been considered to have an avernge
H-C ratio of 0.175. Likewise, the H rmdCm relotions
to CO of the fiels (fig. 3) are approximately the s~me.
Inserting the9e values in equation (7),

0,+ 1.412C0,+ 0.921C0 = 20.937 (lo)

and equation (9) becomes

1.521C02+ 1.521C0 + 0.333 (11)
‘=09+ 1.521C02+0.766CO—0.105

The combustion triangle is formed from the solution
of equation (10) for C02, CO, and Oz and is plotted in
@e 6.

By means of equations (10) and (11), equations for
CO,, CO, and 0, in terms of q may be obtained. The
solution of these equations for a common value of q
makes it possible to construct the q lines in the Ostwald
diagram (fig. 6).

From the H-C ratio and the stoichiometric equations
for complete combustion, the quantity of air required
was calculated to be 14.89 pounds per pound of fuel
and the air-fuel ratio was 14.89/v.
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Puef Zjirtom . . . . . . . . . . . O&bnretor and fn@tlon-- hjdon::::::::::::::::: ~don-.-......-------- Oarbmetor and fnjw4fon-- Car-boretor.
Fm9f_.--..-------.-..-- stan~anh gsade avfation An& QII ~a&d labora- AUtCIdf~ fu&—-------- Standard grade avfatfon F@=~de Wi8tfOn

gadfm and safety fad.
0ompres340n ratio . . . . . . . 6.6.. --...:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . la.6---------... -l--------- 13.415s ------------------- 5>7.o-_----------------- 5.L
Engfne @, r.p.m . . . . . lW---.----------..-..-.. l,W--.-------.-.-.------- l,W-.--..--------------.. l,WI-’zJf9)------------- l,47&lJ50.

TABLE D

COMPOSITION OF FUELS BY WEIGHT

Auto Dfeml fnd Laboratory Diesel fnol Avfatlon guwlfne I Htif:$d mfety

I I I ! I

l:;@:~76m~:0..-..................85.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.5
H-------- . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.7 ------------
H/O---- ------------ .1,’1 ------------
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